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The diffusion of active microscopic organisms in complex environments plays an important role
in a wide range of biological phenomena from cell colony growth to single organism transport.
Here, we investigate theoretically and computationally the diffusion of a self-propelled particle (the
organism) embedded in a complex medium comprised of a collection of non-motile solid particles that
mimic soil or other cells. Under such conditions we find that the rotational relaxation time of the
swimming direction depends on the swimming velocity and is drastically reduced compared to a pure
Newtonian fluid. This leads to a dramatic increase (of several orders of magnitude) in the effective
rotational diffusion coefficient of the self-propelled particles, which can lead to ”self-trapping” of
the active particles in such complex media. An analytical model is put forward that quantitatively
captures the computational results. Our work sheds light on the role that the environment plays in
the behavior of active systems and can be generalized in a straightforward fashion to understand
other synthetic and biological active systems in heterogenous environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of an object in a fluid can be fully de-
scribed using the time evolution of its speed and direction
of motion. For small objects, such as microorganisms
or micron-size particles, thermal fluctuations are also a
critical ingredient by driving the translational and rota-
tional diffusion. In particular, for living organisms or
synthetic swimmers stochastic rotational diffusion deter-
mines the persistence of the resulting random walks such
systems perform to sample the environment for a vari-
ety of functions, such as spreading diseases and nutrient
uptake. For instance, the locomotion strategy of E. Coli
bacteria follows a “run-and-tumble” protocol to outrun
diffusion [1]. It can be described as a persistent ran-
dom walk with “run” periods swimming in a straight
line with nearly constant velocity, U , interrupted by sud-
den random change of their swimming direction with rate
α, known as “tumble”. For other self-propelled microor-
ganisms and synthetic active particles that swim with-
out tumbling, the swimming direction changes gradually
purely due to rotational diffusion of the particle char-
acterized by the rotational diffusion parameter Dθ. In
dilute solutions of active particles in a Newtonian liq-
uid, Dθ arises from rotational Brownian motion. For
long time scales, one can show that the motion of self-
propelled particles yields a random walk with effective
translational diffusivity Dt ∝ U2/α with α↔ Dθ [2].

Such scaling should break down when considering the
dynamics of dense collections of active particles. In
such crowded environments, many body interactions of
cells with stochastic fluctuations produce interesting col-
lective phenomena such as swarming [3], pattern for-

mation [4, 5], and motility-induced phase separation
(MIPS) [6]. In all these examples, diffusive properties
can be modified by collisions and hydrodynamic inter-
actions, that are highly influenced by the characteris-
tics of surrounding media. Thus, we should also expect
the diffusive properties of living organisms to be affected
in their natural habitats, where microstructures such as
polymers, particles, and passive entities determine the
characteristics and mechanical properties of the back-
ground media [7–9].

Even though the effect of complex environments on the
locomotion mechanism [10], kinetics and collective be-
havior [11, 12] of self-propelled particles has been widely
studied, the effect on the stochastic properties, such as
diffusion, in these systems has received far less attention.
Recent experiments, however, have shown that the diffu-
sion of an active Brownian particle [13] and E. Coli [10]
even in the dilute regime is highly influenced by the pres-
ence of polymers in the fluid solutions. The underlying
mechanism of this behavior is yet to be understood. Here,
we study theoretically and computationally the diffusion
properties of self-propelled swimmers in complex media
to shed light on how the environment affects the stochas-
tic properties of the dynamics of such systems. In par-
ticular, we study a self-propelled particle embedded in
a monolayer of passive (non-active) particles. We show
that the diffusion properties of swimmers strongly de-
pend on both the environment and the propulsion mech-
anism.
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FIG. 1. A) Schematic representation of a squirmer swimming
within a passive monolayer. Velocity field generated by B) a
pusher with β = -5 and C) a puller with β = 5.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION DETAILS

To investigate this system we perform numerical sim-
ulations of an active particle in a monolayer of pas-
sive particles using Lattice-Boltzmann (LB) method (see
Fig. 1). As common practice, we set the fluid den-
sity ρ = 1 and viscosity η = 1/6. The simulation box
is discretized in a three-dimensional grid with resolu-
tion Nx × Ny × Nz = 200 × 200 × 30 bounded in the
z-direction by no-slip walls and periodic boundary con-
ditions in x and y-directions. The confinement in the z-
direction mimics boundaries in biological environments
and does not influence the conclusions from our work.
We use 19-velocity model (D3Q19) and set the grid spac-
ing ∆x and the LB time step ∆t equal to unity. The LB
fluid is described by the fluctuating LB equation [14] with
temperature kBT = 2 × 10−4. Interactions between the
LB fluid and the particles are described by the bounce-
back rule [15, 16]. In our simulation model, all the par-
ticles (active and passive) have a diameter σ = 10∆x
and do not overlap due to a short-range repulsive inter-

action of the form V (rij) = ε
(
σ
rij

)36

, where ε = 1 is

the energy scale. We prevent particle surfaces to come
into closer contact than one lattice space and thus, we
do not consider lubrication corrections to the interaction
between particles. Therefore, our results represent the
lower bound of athermal rotational diffusion of squirm-
ers in passive complex environments. The particles settle
on the bottom of the channel by applying a gravity force
FG = 0.005. Under these conditions, a passive Brownian
particle has a translational diffusion coefficient given by

D0
t =

(
kBT
6πηa

) (
1− 9

16
a
h

)
= 7.42 × 10−6∆x2/∆t, where a

is the particle radius and h the distance from particle sur-
face to the wall [17]. Thermal fluctuations also produce
a rotational diffusion parallel to the wall described by

D0
θ =

(
kBT
8πηa3

)(
1− 1

8

(
a
h

)3)
= 3.62× 10−7 rad2/∆t [18].

To model the active particles, we consider two different
scenarios: one in which the active particle is propelled

by a constant external force, FA. The unit swimming
vector, ê, of these externally driven (ED) particles is
aligned with the applied force. For the second type of
active particle, we use a prototyppical model, known as
“squirmer” [19, 20], in which the sphere is self-propelled
via an effective tangential surface velocity on its surface,
resembling the metachronal movement of cilia. In the
truncated form, this velocity is expressed as [21, 22],
us(r̂) = (ê · r̂r̂− ê)[B1 +B2ê · r̂], where r̂ is a unit posi-
tion vector and Bn(n = 1, 2) is the nth mode of squirming
velocity. The parameter β = B2

B1
classifies the swimmers

into pushers (β < 0) such as E. Coli, pullers (β > 0)
such as Chlamydamonas, and neutral (β = 0) such as
Paramecium.

III. RESULTS

We first study the motion of an active particle swim-
ming in our confined system. At zero Reynolds num-
ber (Stokes regime), Re = ρUa

η , the swimming speed

of a squirmer in an unbounded Newtonian fluid is U
= 2B1/3. Since the swimming direction in our simu-
lation is limited to a plane parallel to the wall, the lo-
comotion speed of force-free squirmers is hardly affected
by the wall; the swimming speed slightly increases with
respect to the bulk value independently of the swimming
gait [23]. However, in the presence of inertia effects (Re
> 0.02), we observe an increase in the speed of pushers,
while pullers move slower (see Supplementary Informa-
tion, SI) [24]. Our results are in agreement with previous
studies that used asymptotic analysis [25] and numer-
ically solved the Navier-Stokes equations [26]. Unlike
squirmers, the speed of ED particles strongly deviates
from the Stokes limit, due to higher drag force by the
presence of the wall [24, 27, 28]. Accounting for iner-
tial and wall effects, our results are in close agreement
with theoretical predictions [17] (see SI [24]). Using the
mean square angular displacement (MSAD) of the swim-
ming direction, we observe that, in the absence of pas-
sive particles, the rotational diffusion coefficient for both
squirmers and ED particles is independent of the swim-
ming speed, U, and propulsion parameter, β, andis equal
to that of a passive Brownian particle, D0

θ (see SI [24]).
In a Newtonian fluid and in the absence of other col-

loidal particles, the rotational diffusion of an active par-
ticle is due to thermal fluctuations of the fluid and thus,
this type of active particles are usually referred as active
Brownian (ab) particles. Their translational diffusion at
long time scales (t >> 1/Dθ) is thus Dab

t = U2/2Dθ [29].
Additionally, active particles embedded in complex flu-
ids such as viscoelastic media or colloidal suspensions
can also experience athermal rotational relaxation. For
example, in Fig. 2 we show that the rotational diffusion
coefficient of active particles embedded in a monolayer of
passive particles at area fractions of φA = 0.5 depends
on the swimming velocity, Pe = U

D0
θσ

, and propulsion pa-

rameter, β. As Pe increases, the rotational diffusion,
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Dθ for both squirmers and ED particles increases with
respect to the Brownian rotational diffusion, D0

θ. This
enhancement is attributed to the increase in the stochas-
tic torques on the active particle due to collisions with
passive particles. This has also been observed in pure
and deterministic suspensions of squirmers [30–32].
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FIG. 2. Rotational diffusion coefficient as a function of Brow-
nian Peclet number, Pe = U

D0
θ
σ

, for different squirmer types

and externally driven particles at φA = 0.5. The solid lines
correspond to the analytical model described in the text. In-
set: Phase shift, ∆, as a function of β.

At a microscopic level, the rotation of the squirmer’s
swimming direction within a passive monolayer is con-
trolled by the rate and effectiveness of angular momen-
tum transfer via collisions. We consider that the ather-
mal rotational relaxation of the squirmer is driven by
random collisions with the passive particles, which gen-
erate jumps, ∆, in the direction of movement, restricted
to a plane parallel to the wall. Therefore, the orienta-
tional dynamics of the squirmers can be described by the
Debye rotational diffusion equation characterized by the
exponential decay of the orientational correlation func-
tion as < Pl(ê(0)ê(t)) >= exp(−l2Dθt) [33], where Pl(x)
is the Legendre polynomials and l is a positive integer.
We assume that the occurrence of collisions between the
squirmer and passive particles is described by a Pois-
son process with a relaxation time τ = 1/(UσABn) (i.e.
the characteristic jump interval), which is inversely cor-
related to the velocity of the squirmer, U , number area
density of passive particles in the monolayer, n = N

A ,
and the effective length of collision (i.e. the diameter
of the squirmer), or cross section σAB . Therefore, the
orientational correlation function in the long-time limit
of this stochastic process is expressed by < ê(0)ê(t) >=
exp[− t

τ (1− < cos(∆) >)] [34, 35]. This leads to an ana-
lytical expression for the rotational diffusion coefficient of
the squirmer embedded in monolayers of passive particles
in terms of the jump magnitude and the collisional relax-
ation time, Dθ(Pe) = D0

θ + 1
τ (1− cos(∆)). The solid

lines in Fig. 2 corresponds to the Dθ(Pe) obtained from
this simple model, where the phase shift, ∆, is a free fit-
ting parameter. This model captures the mean features

FIG. 3. Color map of the passive particles area fraction,
φA, around the different type of active particles in x − y
plane swimming at about Pe = 737: Pushers, pullers, neu-
tral squirmers and ED particles. Blue regions corresponds to
less dense areas, while red regions corresponds to more packed
areas.

of the orientational dynamics of squirmers swimming in
structured media, such as the increase of Dθ with the
swimming velocity (i.e. Pe). In addition, we observe
that ∆ increases with β, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
This leads to a sharper increase of rotational diffusion
for pullers. Note that in such a system, the rotational
diffusion coefficient scales linearly with swimming veloc-
ity. For β = 1, Dθ/D

0
θ increases up to 250 at Pe≈ 400.

Interestingly, we observe that for pushers with β = −5
the rate of collisions reaches a plateau below Pe= 190. A
similar trend is observed for ED particles for Pe < 50.

The velocity fields generated by each type of active
particle determine the structure and dynamics of the sur-
rounding passive particles [36], which control the rate and
effectiveness of the collisions. ED particles translating in
a viscous fluid experience drag forces, and the flow field
that they generate can be represented by a Stokeslet (de-
cays as ∼ 1/r ) in far-field, whereas self-propelled par-
ticles do not experience net hydrodynamic drag. For a
neutral squirmer, the generated flow field is described
as a source dipole (decays as ∼ 1/r3), while a stresslet
(decays as ∼ 1/r2) can best describe the flow field of
pushers and pullers [37]. In particular, pullers generate
thrust by pulling the fluid from their front, while pushers
obtain momentum by pushing the rear fluid. Addition-
ally, pullers or pushers with |β| > 1 produce recirculat-
ing flows (i.e. axisymmetric vortices) in the rear or front
of their body, respectively. The higher |β|, the greater
the vorticity [26, 38]. The velocity fields generated by
each of these propulsion mechanisms are shown in SI [24].
We compute the average area density of passive particles
around different active particles swimming at Pe ' 737
in a monolayer with φA = 0.5, as shown in Fig. 3. The
flow field generated by a puller with β = 5 engages sur-
rounding particles, which results in an increase of the
area density of particles around the squirmer and conse-
quently impedes the motion of this type of swimmers in
these complex environments, as it can be seen in Fig. 5
and Fig. S5. The flow field exerted by other squirmers
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with β < 5 generate regions depleted of passive parti-
cles on the rear part of their bodies, while concentrating
passive particles in their front. However, the vortices
generated by pushers with β = -5 repel passive parti-
cles in their front, which results in a region of particles
with reduced momenta and area density; this ultimately
reduces the rate of collisions. Similarly, the flow field
around an ED particle reduces the density of adjacent
passive particles, and guides them to the sides of active
particle. Due to this reduction of the rate and effective-
ness of the collisions, we observe that at small Pe the Dθ

of pushers with β = -5 and ED particles is almost inde-
pendent of the swimming velocity (see Fig 2). However,
above a certain threshold, Pe0, where the active parti-
cle translates faster than the velocity at which passive
particles in the front are repelled, collisions start occur-
ring and thus, the rate of collisions increases with Pe.
To include this feature of the pushers with β= -5 and
ED particles into our analytical model, we introduce a
step function dependent on Pe on the collision length,
σAB(Pe) = σAB/(1 + e−κ(Pe−Pe0)), where κ is the posi-
tive slope of Heaviside step function. The results of this
model are shown in Fig. 2 by the black and orange solid
lines.
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In addition to changing the orientational dynamics,
the presence of a passive particles enhances the effective
drag acting on active particles, thereby reducing their
swimming speed compared to that in Newtonian fluids
(Fig. S5). The presence of the dense media reduces the
squirmer’s velocity regardless of the swimming gait, ex-
cept for pullers with β = 5 for which the speed reaches
a plateau as Pe increases. Reduction in both, swimming
speed and rotational relaxation time, results in a signif-
icant decrease of the translational diffusion coefficient,
Dt, with respect to the one of an active Brownian par-

ticle, Dab
t , as shown in Fig. 4. The solid lines in Fig. 4

corresponds to Dt = U2

2Dθ(Pe)
obtained from our analyt-

ical model. These results show that the presence of a
dense passive monolayer can induce the effective trapping
of squirmers and ED particles. Figure 5 shows typical
trajectories of different squirmer types within a passive
monolayer with φA = 0.5 over 106 time steps at Pe ≈ 150.
We observed shorter trajectories with higher curvature as
β increases, which is due to the increase of rotational dif-
fusion from pushers to pullers. This eventually leads to a
significant decrease of the translational diffusion of active
particles within dense environments.
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FIG. 5. Trajectories of the different types of squirmers swim-
ming at about Pe = 450 within passive monolayers of φA =
0.5: β = -5 (black), β = -1 (red), β = 0 (diamonds), β = 1
(blue) and β = 5 (orange).

Finally, we investigate the role of passive particle area
fraction, φA, on the swimming velocity and rotational dif-
fusion (Dθ) of a pusher with β = -5. The results of four
different monolayer area fractions, φA = 0.59, 0.50, 0.30
and 0.1, show that the swimming velocity of pusher re-
duces with φA (see Fig. S6). Consistent with our model,
we observe that Dθ increases with the squirmer’s swim-
ming velocity, as shown in Fig. 6. However, the increase
of Dθ with Pe strongly depends on φA. At particle area
fractions smaller than 0.59, the rate of increase for Dθ

is slow when Pe is below a critical value Pe0. How-
ever, above the critical Pe0, which reduces with φA, ro-
tational diffusion increases linearly with Pe. At φA =
0.59, we only observe the linear regime of Dθ increasing
with Pe. The slope of Dθ with Pe in the linear regime
increases with φA and thus, we observe the highest effect
for squirmers embedded in passive monolayers of φA =
0.59, where Dr increases up to about 100 times compared
to that of a Brownian rotational diffusion at the highest
Pe considered here.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we studied the role of environment and
propulsion mechanism on the diffusion properties of
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FIG. 6. Normalized rotational diffusion coefficient as a func-
tion of the Pe for squirmers with β = -5 when embedded in
monolayers of passive particles at different particle area frac-
tions.

swimmers. Squirmers swimming through a dense mono-
layer of passive particles experience an athermal rota-
tional relaxation induced by the dissipative torques gen-
erated by particle collisions. These stochastic collisions
result in a random change of swimming direction that
can be described by a Poisson process with a charac-
teristic relaxation time given by the squirmers’ velocity
and area fraction of passive particles, Dθ(Pe, φA). The
rotational relaxation time of the swimming direction de-
creases as the squirmer swimming speed and particle area
fraction of the matrix increase. We also showed that the
effectiveness of angular momentum transfer during col-
lisions, ∆(β), depends on the type of swimmer charac-
terized by the parameter β. We observe that the orien-
tational dynamic of the swimming direction of ED par-
ticles within these complex environments is similar to
that of pushers. The Stokeslet flow field generated by

ED affects the structure and dynamics of the surround-
ing passive particles similarly to the flow field of pushers
with β < −1. Furthermore, the presence of the pas-
sive matrix generates an effective drag on the squirmers,
which significantly reduces their swimming velocity with
respect to the Newtonian fluid. Together with the in-
crease of the rotational diffusion coefficient, they lead
to an effective trapping of squirmers within these com-
plex environments. These results illustrate the complex
dynamics of self-propelled particles within these passive
environments, which strongly depend on the character-
istics of the media and propulsion mechanism. For ex-
ample, we have seen that in the presence of more than
one squirmer within the passive monolayer, at a concen-
tration of about 10%, one can observe the formation of
dense clusters of passive particles. However, in contrast
to previous numerical results [39], the active particles do
not concentrate at the boundary of dense passive domains
due to the increase in their rotational dynamics. These
results show the importance of the propulsion mecha-
nism of the active units on their dynamics in complex
environments. Generalizations of this work may also ex-
plain recent experimental observations of active colloids
in polymer solutions [13]. Moreover, our findings high-
light the correlation between the propulsion mechanism
of microswimmers and the characteristics of the natural
habitats, which may play a major role in determining
their locomotion strategies. Finally, it would be interest-
ing to further extended this study to non-uniform envi-
ronments and study the the effect of the athermal rota-
tional relaxation has on the squirmers transport proper-
ties in the presence of heterogeneous passive media [40].
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